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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate that in a hybrid plasmonic system
the optical force exerted on a dielectric waveguide by a metallic
substrate is enhanced bymore than 1 order of magnitude compared
to the force between a photonic waveguide and a dielectric subs-
trate. A nanoscale gap between the dielectric waveguide and the
metallic substrate leads to deep subwavelength optical energy con-
finement with ultralow mode propagation loss and hence results in
the enhanced optical forces at low input optical power, as numeri-
cally demonstrated by both Maxwell’s stress tensor formalism and
the coupled mode theory analysis. Moreover, the hybridization
between the surface plasmon modes and waveguide modes allows efficient optical trapping of single dielectric nanoparticle with size of
only several nanometers in the gap region, manifesting various optomechanical applications such as nanoscale optical tweezers.
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Optical force generated from the gradient of the light field has
been widely used in optical tweezers.1,2 It has been recently

demonstrated that the transverse gradient optical force can be
increased by orders of magnitude in coupled optical waveguides
due to the largely enhanced gradient of the optical field.3-5 The
forces can be boosted furthermore with coupled high-Q optical
resonators6-9 where the circulating optical power is significantly
amplified due to the long photon lifetime. Such gradient optical
forces have been broadly exploited in dielectric nanostructures
to realize many exciting applications for light-matter interactions,
for example, optical amplification and cooling of mechanical
modes,10 actuation of nanophotonic structures,4,5,8,9 optomecha-
nical wavelength and energy conversion,11 all-optical signal
processing,12 sensitivemechanical sensors,13 and optical trapping
and transport of nanoparticles and biomolecules.14,15

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), the collective optical exci-
tations of electrons along a metal-dielectric interface,16,17 bring
new capabilities in confining electromagnetic waves to deep sub-
wavelength scale.18,19 Such a strong optical confinement results
in significantly enhanced optical field strength and gradient of light
field, which will greatly enhance the optical force. Recently, gra-
dient optical forces have been investigated in various plasmonic
nanostructures, for example, gold nanoparticle dimers20 and cou-
pled metal planar waveguides.21 On the basis of plasmonic nano-
structures with subwavelength mode volume, nanoscale optical
tweezers with trapping volume beyond the diffraction limit can
also be realized for optical trapping of a single nanoparticle.22-25

However, the resulting gradient optical forces at certain input
optical power are still limited by the ohmic loss of the plasmonic
modes, where a huge amount of optical energy will be dissipated
into the heat that will not contribute to the mechanical work.

On the other hand, the hybrid plasmonic waveguide has much
lower propagation loss while maintaining deep-subwavelength
optical mode confinement, resulting in applications utilizing the
strong light-matter interactions such as plasmonic nanolasers.26,27

In this paper, we demonstrate that the gradient optical force exerted
on a hybrid plasmonic waveguide can be enhanced over ten times,
compared to the optical force generated in a conventional photonic
waveguide with a dielectric substrate underneath.4 This enhance-
ment arises from the deep subwavelength optical energy confine-
ment of the hybrid plasmonic mode and the relatively low loss. The
structural dependence of the optical forces and the optimized
waveguide design are systematically analyzed with both Maxwell’s
stress tensor formalism and the coupled mode theory to reveal the
mechanismof this enhanced optical force.We also demonstrate that
the optical trapping force applied on a single dielectric nanoparticle
can be strongly enhanced utilizing the hybrid plasmonicmode. Such
an interesting result may be useful to design nanoscale optical
tweezers to manipulate a single nanoscale object such as a biomo-
lecule or one quantum dot.

Figure 1a shows the geometry of the coupled waveguide
system of our interest. A high-refractive-index dielectric cylinder
waveguide with diameter d is coupled to a metallic substrate or a
dielectric substrate with nanoscale air gap g in between, which
forms a hybrid plasmonic waveguide or a photonic waveguide,
respectively. The cylinder waveguide is silicon with the refractive
index n = 3.5, and the metallic substrate is silver with a per-
mittivity of (-129 þ 3.3i) at telecommunication wavelength
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1550 nm.28 The strong coupling between the dielectric wave-
guide cylinder mode and the SPP mode supported at the inter-
face of air and silver results in an extremely confined hybrid plas-
monicmode, while the evanescent coupling between the cylinder
mode and the glass substrate acts as a perturbation to the pho-
tonic mode as elaborated below. The finite-element analysis
method (COMSOL) is used to calculate the eigenmode of the
coupled waveguide system.

Figure 2a shows the dispersion relation of the hybrid plasmo-
nic mode with waveguide diameter d = 250 nm for different air
gaps. As expected, guided hybrid plasmonicmodes locate beyond
the light cone. At fixed wavevector k, the frequency of the
eigenmode decreases as the gap g is reduced. To better under-
stand the optical force enhancement, we first study the mode
properties of the hybrid plasmonic mode. Figure 2b,c shows the
mode area Am and the propagation length Lm of the hybrid
plasmonic mode depended on the waveguide diameter d and the
air gap g. The mode area is calculated from Am = Wm/max[W-
(r)], where Wm and W(r) are the integrated electromagnetic
energy over the entire space and the local energy density at the
position r, respectively. As shown in Figure 2b, the subwave-
length optical mode confinement in hybrid plasmonic waveguide
results in an ultrasmall mode area down to 0.006 (λ/2)2. The
propagation length is calculated from Lm = 1/[2 Im(keff)], where
keff is the wavevector of the waveguide mode. As shown in
Figure 2c, the hybrid plasmonic mode can travel through a long
distance, which is more than 40 μm.

Figure 3a shows the electromagnetic field distributions of
energy densityW, electric field y component Ey, and electric field
intensity |E|2 for the hybrid plasmonic mode with TM polariza-
tion (where the electric field is perpendicular to the surface of the
substrate) for different waveguide diameter d and air gap g. For
large d and g (for example, [d, g] = [500, 100]nm), the hybrid
plasmonic waveguide supports a low-loss cylinder photonic-like

mode with optical energy confined in the dielectric waveguide
core. For small d and g, the SPP-like mode will dominate with
relatively high loss. For g in nanometer scale, for example [d, g] =
[250, 5]nm and [d, g] = [500, 5]nm, the cylinder mode is
strongly coupled to the SPPmode, andmost of the optical energy
is concentrated inside the air gap with ultrasmall mode area. For
the dielectric substrate, as shown in Figure 3b, the optical energy
is always confined inside the dielectric waveguide core to form a
photonicmode, where the cylindermode is evanescently coupled
to the glass substrate.

With coupledmode theory, the eigenmodeψ supported in the
coupled waveguide system can be described as the superposition
of the cylinder mode ψcyl and the substrate mode ψsub

ψ ¼ aψcyl þ bψsub ð1Þ
where a and b are the mode amplitudes of the cylinder mode
and the substrate mode with b = (1 - |a|2)1/2, and the coupled

Figure 1. (a) The geometry of the coupled waveguide system with a
dielectric cylinder waveguide above the substrate with a nanoscale gap in
between. An attractive optical force will be exerted on the waveguide due
to the coupling between the waveguide mode and the substrate mode.
(b) The optical trapping force will be applied on a single nanoparticle
toward the center of the nanoscale gap.

Figure 2. (a) The dispersion relation of the hybrid plasmonic mode
with waveguide diameter d = 250 nm for different air gaps. (b) Mode
area Am of the hybrid plasmonic mode as functions of the waveguide
diameter d and the air gap g. (c) The dependence of propagation length
Lm on d and g for the hybrid plasmonic mode.
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waveguide system can be described as26

ncylaþ kb ¼ neffa ð2Þ
kaþ nsubb ¼ neffb ð3Þ

where nsub and ncyl are the effective index of the substrate mode
and the cylinder mode, neff is the effective index of the waveguide
mode, and κ is the coupling strength between these two modes,
which can be derived as

k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðneff - nsubÞ 3 ðneff - ncylÞ

q
ð4Þ

Figure 4a,b plots the dependence of effective index neff on d and g
for the hybrid plasmonic mode and the photonic mode, respec-
tively. The glass substrate has refractive index of 1.45, which is
much higher than the real part of the refractive index for the SPP
mode in air-silver interface nSPP = (εmεd/(εm þ εd))

1/2 =
1.0039. On the basis of eq 4, the effective index of the substrate
mode nsub limits the coupling strength κ between the cylinder
waveguide mode and the substrate mode so that the coupling
strength for the metallic substrate is much stronger than the
dielectric substrate, as shown in Figure 4c,d. The coupling stren-
gth gets its maximum value when ncyl = nsub at the critical dia-
meter dc of the cylinder waveguide, where the cylinder mode and
substrate mode propagate in phase and the effective optical
capacitance of the coupled system is maximized, so that the
coupling between the two modes is strongest. The critical dia-
meter dc is ∼300 nm for the hybrid plasmonic mode and ∼340
nm for the photonic mode due to different substrate index. At the
critical diameter with air gap g = 5 nm, κmax is 0.93 for the hybrid
plasmonic mode, while κmax is only 0.22 for the photonic mode.
The mode cutoff of the dielectric cylinder waveguide occurs
when the diameter of the waveguide is less than 300 nm, so that
the photonic mode suffers mode cutoff with optical leakage into
the substrate and the coupling strength is dramatically reduced,
as shown in Figure 4d. However, the hybrid plasmonic mode
does not have mode cutoff so that the coupling is still very strong
for d smaller than 300 nm, as shown in Figure 4c.

The coupling strength determines the optical energy concen-
tration in the gap region, so as to the gradient optical force
generated on the dielectric waveguide, which can be calculated by
integrating theMaxwell’s stress tensor (MST)T around any arbi-
trary surface enclosing the waveguide.29 The time averaged
optical force is

ÆFæ ¼
Z
S
ÆTæ 3 nda ð5Þ

where T is the Maxwell’s stress tensor given by

T ¼ εε0EEþ μμ0HH-
I
2
ðεε0jEj2 þ μμ0jHj2Þ ð6Þ

S is a surface enclosing the cylinder waveguide, n is the unit
normal vector to this surface, da is a differential element of
surface area, and I is the identity tensor. Figure 4e,f shows the
optical forces exerted on the dielectric waveguide without
propagation loss, calculated from MST as the functions of d
and g at unit input optical power for the hybrid plasmonic mode
and the photonic mode, respectively. The maximum value of
optical force for a fixed air gap occurs around ncyl = nsub, with d
between 250 to 300 nm for the hybrid plasmonic mode and d
around 310 nm for the photonic mode. For hybrid plasmonic
mode with d = 250 nm, as the gap separation is reduced from 100
to 5 nm, the optical force increases from -5.6 to -149.2 pN
μm-1 mW-1. The negative value of optical force corresponds to
attractive force applied on the dielectric waveguide. While for the
photonic mode with d = 310 nm, as the gap separation is reduced

Figure 3. The distributions of electromagnetic energy density W,
electric field y component Ey, and electric field intensity |E|2 of (a)
the hybrid plasmonic mode and (b) the photonic mode with different
waveguide diameter d and air gap g.
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from 100 to 5 nm, the optical force only increases from -2.2 to
-11.3 pN μm-1 mW-1. The formation of the hybrid plasmonic
mode gives rise to strong optical energy localization in the air gap
so as to the enhanced gradient optical force, which is 1 order of
magnitude larger than the optical force from the photonic mode.
The optical force can also be obtained from the dispersion
relation of the waveguide mode,3,4

F ¼ -
DU
Dg

�����
k

¼ -
1
ω

Dω
Dg

�����
k

U ¼ ng
neff c

Dneff
Dg

�����
k

PL ð7Þ

where the stored energy in the waveguide modeU = ngPL/c with
the total optical power as P, the length of the waveguide is L, the
group index is ng, and the speed of light in vacuum is c. When the
gap between the waveguide and the silver substrate is reduced,
the eigenmode frequency ω of the hybrid plasmonic mode dec-
reases for the same wavevector k, indicating that an attractive
optical force will be applied on the cylinder waveguide. The

dashed lines in Figure 4e give the calculated optical forces based
on eq 7, which match the MST results very well.

As the dielectric slot waveguide system has been widely
studied for the optical forces enhancement,3,5,8,14 here we also
consider this type of waveguide system with two coupled silicon
cylinder waveguides to compare with the hybrid plasmonic wave-
guide and the photonic waveguide. Figure 5a shows the electro-
magnetic field distributions of energy density W, electric field y
component Ey, and electric field intensity |E|

2 for the slot wave-
guide mode with TM polarization (where the electric field is
vertical) with waveguide diameter d = 300 nm. As the air gap
decreases from 100 to 5 nm, the optical energy is concentrated
inside the air gap region, and the mode area goes down to 0.012
(λ/2)2 at g = 5 nm, which is slightly larger than the hybrid
plasmonic mode with mode area of 0.009 (λ/2)2 (as shown in
Figure 2b). The deep subwavelength optical mode confinement
in the slot waveguide mode will also enhance the optical forces.
For comparison, Figure 5b plots the MST-calculated attractive
optical forces exerted on the dielectric cylinder waveguide for the

Figure 4. (a,b) The dependence of effective index neff on the waveguide diameter d and the air gap g for the hybrid plasmonic mode and the photonic
mode, respectively. (c,d) The dependence of coupling strength κ on d and g for each kind of mode. (e,f) Optical attractive force exerted on the cylinder
waveguide without propagation loss, calculated from MST as functions of d and g for the hybrid plasmonic mode and the photonic mode. The dashed
lines in (e) are calculated from eq 7.
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hybrid mode, the photonic mode and the slot waveguide mode,
with d = 300 nm and different air gap g. It is clear that the
optical force generated from the hybrid mode is stronger than
the force from the slot waveguide mode. For example, at g = 5
nm, the optical force is -140 pN μm-1 mW-1 for the hybrid
mode, while it is -80 pN μm-1 mW-1 for the slot waveguide
mode.

For hybrid plasmonic mode, the optical force per unit
length F(z) at position z depends on the total optical power
of the waveguide mode P(z), which will exponentially decay
along the waveguide with propagation length Lm due to the
ohmic loss. The averaged optical force per unit length with
propagation loss along the waveguide with length L can be
calculated as

Favg ¼ F0
L

Z L

0
exp

- z
Lm

� �
dz ð8Þ

where F0 is the optical force without propagation loss. For
waveguide with length L = 50 μm, the averaged optical force
Favg for the hybrid plasmonic mode given in Figure 6a is still
much higher than the optical force from the photonic mode
shown in Figure 4f. For example, with d = 280 nm, as the gap
separation is reduced from 100 to 5 nm, the optical force
increases from -5.2 to -98.1 pN μm-1 mW-1. Figure 6b
shows the averaged optical forces as functions of waveguide
length L with d = 250 nm for the hybrid plasmonic mode,

which shows that the optical force mediated from the hybrid
plasmonic mode is much stronger than that created from the
photonic mode for a broad range of waveguide length, even
with the propagation loss considered. This implies that
practical demonstrations and applications are feasible.

The greatly enhanced optical energy concentration as well as
the field gradient in the gap region also allows efficient trapping
of single nanoscale particle. Optical trapping have been widely
used for capturing and handling of dielectric objects with micro-
meter size in various applications such as single cell manipulation
and flow cytometry. However, optical diffraction significantly
limits the trapping strength and the minimum size of the trapped
particles in traditional optical tweezers. Nanoscale optical traps
with near-field approaches can focus light tightly into subwave-
length volume to enhance the optical trapping forces, so that
dielectric nanoparticles with size down to 50 nm can be trapped
and manipulated precisely.22-25 Here we show a new type of
nanoscale optical traps based on extremely strong optical field
gradients within hybrid plasmonic waveguides, enabling trapping
of single nanoparticle with diameter of only several nanometers
at low input optical power.

Optical trapping force is proportional to the gradient of the
electrical field distribution22

F ¼ -rU ¼ -rðPEÞ ¼ -
nm
2
RrE2 ð9Þ

where U is the optical trapping potential, P is the induced
nanoparticle dipole moment, R is the polarizability of the nano-
particle, and nm is the refractive index of themedium surrounding
the particle. For a single beam gradient optical force trap, the gra-
dient force applied on a Rayleigh particle (with diameter 2rmuch

Figure 5. (a) The distributions ofW, Ey, and |E|
2 of the slot waveguide

mode with d = 300 nm and different air gap g. (b) The comparison of the
optical forces applied on the dielectric cylinder waveguide for the hybrid
mode, the photonicmode, and the slot waveguidemodewith d= 300 nm
and different air gap g.

Figure 6. (a) The averaged optical force with propagation loss Favg
along the waveguide with length L = 50 μm for the hybrid plasmonic
mode. (b) The dependence of Favg on waveguide length L with various
air gaps for the hybrid plasmonic mode.
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less than the wavelength λ) is given by30

F ¼ -
n3mr

3

2
m2 - 1
m2 - 2

 !
rE2 ð10Þ

where m is the ratio of the refractive indices of particle and
environmental medium. The optical trapping force is propor-
tional to r3 so that it will be extremely difficult to trap nanopar-
ticles with diameter less than 14 nm with 1.5 W optical power of
the trapping beam, as demonstrated experimentally.30

The hybridization between the surface plasmon mode and
waveguide mode creates strong optical confinement in the gap
region, which will enhance the optical trapping force and enable
to trap single dielectric nanoparticle. Figure 1b illustrates the
geometry of the coupled waveguide system for the optical
trapping of a single nanoparticle. The diameter of the waveguide
is 220 nm. A polystyrene nanoparticle with refractive index n =
1.59 with diameter of 5 nm is used for studying the optical
trapping effects. Themedium around the waveguide is water with

refractive index of nm = 1.33. The three-dimensional simulations
are performed in COMSOL, and the gradient forces for a nano-
particle at different positions along the x axis (from -100 to
100 nm) are calculatedwith theMaxwell’s stress tensor (MST) over
the surface enclosing the nanoparticle. Note that the perturbation to
the hybrid plasmonic mode due to the existence of the nanoparticle
in the gap region is pretty weak, since the size of the nanoparticle is
much smaller than the wavelength, and it also has a low refractive
index compared to the silicon waveguide.

Figure 7a,c,e shows the optical trapping force along x direction
Fx applied on a single nanoparticle with diameter of 5 nm for the
hybrid plasmonic mode, the photonic mode, and the slot wave-
guide mode, respectively. The maximum optical trapping force
occurs at the position where the optical field gradient is largest, as
indicated in eq 9. As the gap separation reduces, the optical
trapping force increases. At g = 10 nm, the maximum optical
trapping force at unit input optical power is 435 fN/W for the
hybrid plasmonic mode, and it is 350 fN/W for the slot
waveguide mode. However, the trapping force is only 11.6 fN/W

Figure 7. (a,c,e) Optical trapping forces along x direction Fx applied on a single polystyrene nanoparticle of 5 nm diameter for the hybrid plasmonic
mode, the photonic mode, and the slot waveguide mode with d = 220 nm and gaps of 10, 20, and 30 nm. (b,d,f) Optical trapping potential along x
direction Ux for the hybrid plasmonic mode, the photonic mode, and the slot waveguide mode.
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for the photonic mode. The sign of the trapping force is flipped
when the particle moves across the x = 0 point, indicating that the
particle can be trapped right underneath the waveguide. The optical
trapping potential profiles along x direction with trapping force
integration are shown in Figure 7b,d,f for the three systems,
respectively. The zero point of the potential is defined as
the particle is 100 nm away from the waveguide center (x =
-100 nm). Right underneath the waveguide, the optical
trapping potential Ux is around 6.2 kBT/W for the hybrid
mode at g = 10 nm, where the Boltzmann term kBT is used to
represent the random thermal energy of the nanoparticle due
to Brownian motion. And Ux is around 3.6 kBT/W for the slot
waveguide mode at g = 10 nm. SinceUx around x = 0 is much larger
than the Brownian motion kBT, the stable trapping of a single
particle can be realized for both the hybrid mode and the slot
waveguide mode. The trapping region with |U| > kBT is around
150 nm along x direction for the hybrid mode, and it is around
100 nm for the slot waveguide mode, which are much less than the
wavelength. For the photonic mode, the maximum trapping
potential at x = 0 is only around 0.22 kBT/W so that there is no
optical trapping effect for the nanoparticle. The enhancement of the
optical trapping potential for the nanoparticle from the hybrid
plasmonic mode is approximately 30 times stronger than the one in
the photonic mode due to its strong localization of the optical field
in the gap region. The ability to transport the nanoparticle along
the waveguide propagation direction is also studied by calculating
the optical propulsion forces along the waveguide Fz applied on
the nanoparticle. The results show that Fz in the hybrid plasmonic
mode is more than 1 order of magnitude stronger than the force in
the photonic mode. For example, with g = 10 nm, Fz is 45 fN/W for
the hybridmode at x= 0, while the photonicmode only has 3.5 fN/W.
This is due to the strong optical scattering on the nanoparticle from
the highly focused hybrid plasmonic mode. The optical trapping
force and propulsion force can be significantly enhanced further-
more with high-Q hybrid plasmonic resonators31 as the total optical
energy is amplified due to the long photon lifetime in the resonator.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the optical force
exerted on the dielectric waveguide in the hybrid plasmonic
waveguide is more than 1 order of magnitude stronger than the
optical force created in the photonic waveguide with dielectric
substrate, which is due to the strong coupling between the cy-
linder waveguide mode and the surface plasmon mode sup-
ported by the substrate. The mechanism of this enhanced optical
force is analyzed based on both Maxwell’s stress tensor formalism
and the coupled mode theory. In addition, we have demonstrated
that the optical trapping force applied on a single dielectric
nanoscale particle in the hybrid plasmonic waveguide is much
stronger than that in the photonic waveguide. The strongly
enhanced optical trapping force enables the applications of optical
tweezers at nanometer scale, opening a new realm of the optical
trapping and manipulation of single nanoparticles such as biomo-
lecules and quantum dots for many exciting applications.
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